
Lesson Plan – 3rd Grade Math
Name: Whitney Foster Unit/Topic: Algebraic Reasoning – All Operations Week of: Jan. 31 - Feb. 4

Monday Tuesday: Wednesday: Thursday: Friday:

TEKS/AP Standards: 3.5B
Represent and solve

one- and two-step
multiplication and
division problems

within 100 using arrays,
strip diagrams, and

equations.

3.5B
Represent and solve

one- and two-step
multiplication and
division problems
within 100 using

arrays, strip
diagrams, and

equations.

READING PRACTICE
STAAR

3.4A: Solve with
fluency one-step and

two-step problems
involving addition and

subtraction within
1,000 using strategies
based on place value,

properties of
operations, and the

relationship between
addition and
subtraction.

3.4A
3.5B

Objective(s): I can represent and
solve multiplication
using arrays, strip

diagrams, and
equations.

I  can represent and
solve division using

arrays, strip
diagrams, and

equations.

I can solve one and
two step problems
using involving
addition and
subtraction using
various strategies.

Bellwork: Flash Cards
Multiplication Chart

Spiral Warm Up
Skip counting (4)

Spiral Warm Up Spiral Warm Up

Learning Activity: Journal Activity -
Show examples of how
multiplication can be

represented using
arrays, strip diagrams,

and equations.

Journal Activity -
Show examples of

how division can be
represented using

arrays, strip
diagrams, and

equations.

Since this skill is a
review I will place
students into groups
and have them solve a
few problems together
and discuss the
strategies used.

Afterwards students
will practice

Flash Cards

QuizIzz

Quiz over 3.4A
And 3.5B



independently and be
pulled into small
groups with the
teacher.

Key Vocabulary: Factor
Product
Equation

Array
Strip diagram

Divisor
Dividend
Quotient
Equation

Array
Strip diagram

Difference
Subtraction
Subtrahend

minuend
Sum

addend

All key vocabulary
from the week.

Turn and Talk How can knowing how
to represent a problem

help with writing the
multiplication

equation?

How can knowing
how to represent a
problem help with
writing the division
equation?

How do you determine
which strategy to use

when solving a
problem?

Guided/Independent
Practice:

Practice Problems
Problem Set 38

Practice Problems
Sheet

Problem Set 39

Practice Problems
Problem Set 40

Students will work on
grid paper or use a

whiteboard to show
their work as they
work through the

quiz.

Lesson Closure: Students will be given a
representation and
asked to match it to the
correct word problem.

Students will be
given a

representation and
asked to match it to

the correct word
problem.

Students will share out from
the turn and talk. Any
misconceptions will be

addressed.

Assessment-Formativ
e, Summative/Exit
Ticket:

STAAR Prep Question
STAAR Prep

Question
STAAR Prep Question Quiz

Key Questions During Lesson:



How do you determine which strategy to use when solving a problem?

How can knowing how to represent a problem help with writing the multiplication/division equation?


